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Abstract

The advent of cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) in the angiography suite has been revolutionary in interventional radiology. CBCT offers 3 dimensional (3D) diagnostic imaging in the interventional suite and can enhance minimally-invasive therapy beyond the limitations of 2D angiography alone. The role of CBCT has been recognized in transarterial chemo-embolization (TACE) treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). The recent introduction of a CBCT technique: dual-phase CBCT (DP-CBCT) improves intra-arterial HCC treatment with drug-eluting beads (DEB-TACE). DP-CBCT can be used to localize liver tumors with the diagnostic accuracy of multi-phasic multidetector computed tomography (M-MDCT) and contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (CE-MRI) (See the tumor), to guide intra-arterially guidewire and microcatheter to the desired location for selective therapy (Reach the tumor), and to evaluate treatment success during the procedure (Treat the tumor). The purpose of this manuscript is to illustrate how DP-CBCT is used in DEB-TACE to see, reach, and treat HCC.

Video Article

The video component of this article can be found at http://www.jove.com/video/50795/

Introduction

Image guidance is the backbone of interventional radiology. Two relatively recent capabilities of the X-ray angiography equipment are three-dimensional (3D) rotational angiography, and C-arm cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT). CBCT has enabled the acquisition of 3D volumetric imaging in the angiography suite with the advent of the C-arm, the flat panel detector and the Feldkamp back projection algorithm.1,2 These newer image acquisition capabilities have enabled clinicians to perform procedures not feasible with traditional fluoroscopy or digital subtraction angiography alone.3-5 Recent improvements in image quality allow the comparison of CBCT images being with diagnostic imaging.6-9 Moreover these recent tools can improve accuracy of a growing variety of interventions.5,7,8 Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) is a therapeutic option for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) per Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer staging and treatment algorithm.10 Intraprocedural imaging directly guides this interventional oncology procedure. The intervention planning is a key step to optimize devices needed for procedure, determination of the best view to reach the tumor(s), potentially improving drug delivery to targeted tumor(s), and theoretically reducing potential complications. Tools for image acquisition, intraprocedural guidance, and therapeutic response assessment have been developed for use during TACE, to optimize TACE. The use of dual-phase CBCT (DP-CBCT) especially during TACE with drug-eluting beads (DEB-TACE) provides more information than traditional fluoroscopy, CBCT without contrast injection, or single phase enhanced CBCT.11,12 Indeed, DP-CBCT is two five-seconds CBCT scans (early arterial and delayed venous phases) done intraprocedurally during one single intra-arterial injection.13-23 DP-CBCT could be described as an essential tool in the armamentarium of the interventional oncologist to standardize TACE approach on a daily basis.

Firstly, DP-CBCT imaging is highly sensitive and specific for detecting HCC. It compares favorably to the existing gold standard, contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (CE-MRI) and multiphasic-multidetector computed tomography (M-MDCT).2,13,14 Accurate detection and tumor volume segmentation can be obtained from CBCT images often the delayed venous phase scan unless better visualization is achieved on arterial phase.24,25,26 Secondly, DP-CBCT can generate a roadmap for the hyperselective catheterization and identification and embolization
of feeding vessels. Recent data demonstrates that hyperselective chemotherapy delivery is associated with lower complications and improved results.\(^{15-17}\) Finally, DP-CBCT provides an intraprocedural predictive assessment of liver tumor (HCC) response after intra-arterial therapy and may augment or predict six-weeks follow-up CE-MRI.\(^{18}\) The use of CBCT imaging during TACE has been shown to increase survival.\(^{19}\)

The purpose of this manuscript is to describe the use of CBCT to execute the steps of DEB-TACE: seeing, reaching, and treating liver tumors. Modification of the DEB-TACE based upon DP-CBCT information is a common clinical scenario.

### Protocol

#### 1. Patient Selection

1. Select patient eligible for drug eluding beads loaded with Adriamycin (DEB-TACE) with primary hepatic tumors such as HCC at a multidisciplinary gastro-intestinal oncology team conference and with primary teams (i.e. surgical oncology, radiology, interventional radiology, medical oncology).
2. Place the patient into the supine position on the angiography table and sedate him.
3. Premedicate the patient to reduce systemic effects of inflammatory response and nausea (Diphenhydramine intravenous (IV), Dexamethasone IV and Ondansetron IV).
4. Prepare patient's right groin and drape in the usual sterile fashion.

#### 2. "See" the Tumor

1. Catheterization of the common hepatic artery
   1. Access the right common femoral artery with a micro-puncture needle using Seldinger’s technique, insert a sheath and attach to saline flush.
   2. Catheterize sequentially the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) and the celiac axis with an angiographic catheter.
   3. Perform an angiogram of the SMA to ensure standard anatomy, lack of replaced hepatic arterial supply and to confirm portal vein patency.
   4. Perform a celiac artery angiogram to determine anatomy and hepatic arterial blood supply.
   5. Advance coaxially a microcatheter through the catheter into the right or left hepatic artery depending on tumor location.
   6. Perform a repeat right or left superselective hepatic arteriogram to confirm the location of the tumor(s).
   7. Correlate tumor(s) seen on the intraprocedural imaging to preprocedural cross sectional imaging findings (MRI or MDCT).

2. Intraprocedural pretreatment Dual Phase cone-beam computed tomography
   1. Instruct the sedated patient to be at end-expiration apnea during each of the CBCT scans with free breathing between the early arterial and delayed venous phase scans. If necessary, administer oxygen to the patients during the CBCT acquisition to minimize the discomfort of breath holding.
   2. Coordinate with anesthesiologist for timing and to minimize overlying artifact-inducing equipment.
   3. Place for each CBCT scan the area of interest (liver) roughly in the system isocenter. Trigger the first scan three seconds after power contrast injection (amount, 18 ml; rate 2 ml/sec; 300 mg/ml) through the catheter in the common hepatic.
   4. Perform a DP-CBCT: two 5 sec CBCT scans (early arterial and late venous phases) were acquired during a single contrast media injection with a 3 sec delay before the first scan. At the conclusion of the 1st scan, the patient is instructed to breathe 1-2x and then continue to hold breath at end-expiration apnea during the second scan starts.

3. Intervention Planning: Tumor Detection, Tumor Segmentation, 3D Roadmap

   1. Analyze the two scans (early arterial and late venous phases) automatically codisplayed in the workstation.
   2. Control the automatic registration and overlay of the two scans and if necessary adjust manually, and validate the two CBCT acquisitions to make them match to each other in all three planes (axial, coronal, and sagittal planes).
   3. Correlate the targeted tumor(s) defined by CBCT with other preprocedural imaging. Select the prototype software to plan access to the targeted lesions and generate a 3D roadmap to guide device navigation.
   4. Segment the targeted tumor(s) from where best visualized; often the delayed venous phase scan unless better visualization is achieved on arterial phase. Atypical HCC (hypo-vascular) can also be easily segmented. A few seconds after the DP CBCT is completed, the reconstruction is ready (this rapid reconstruction is enabled by a fiber optic link between the image acquisition and the reconstruction computers).
   5. Verify the vessel path on CBCT images automatically detected from the early arterial phase CBCT and extracted by the software in sagittal, coronal and axial planes to ensure that the vessel chosen and path mapped do supply the desired tumor(s).
   6. Overlay and confirm segmented tumor(s) and tumor(s) feeding arteries, and the 3D roadmap on fluoroscopy.

4. Reach the Tumor

   1. Plan the intervention to target the tumor(s), like internet-based highway maps.
   2. Use the 3D overlayed roadmap synchronized on live fluoroscopy to C-arm and table movement to catheterize targeted tumor(s) feeding arteries.
   3. Choose the best C-arm/table position, angle, and magnification that best facilitates catheterization to minimize vessel overlap and foreshortening to easily target tumor(s).
4. If needed, adjust the 3D roadmap to better match on the fluoroscopy in case of patient movement to mitigate the need for creating a new roadmap and minimize the need for additional contrast injection and X-ray exposure.

5. Reach each tumor(s) feeding artery using the 3D navigation guidance, to minimizing delivery of chemo-embolizing material to healthy tissue and maximizing the selective drug dose to the tumor(s).

5. Treat the Tumor - Measurement of Treatment Success

1. Embolize the targeted tumor(s) with drug eluding beads through the microcatheter to the contrast stasis into the tumor before detection of any backflow.

2. Perform a post-TACE DP-CBCT (as described above) to assess the treatment success.

3. Assess a defect of contrast enhancement in the target tumor(s) (due to blood vessel embolization) after a DEB-TACE.

4. In case of minimal decrease of tumor enhancement and/or there is not enhancement defect, look for aberrant vessels feeding the tumor, complete embolization with additional drug eluding beads agent volume or treat extra-hepatic vessels in the same or future TACE session. Perform additional selective CBCT during selective hepatic arteriography within collateralized or parasitized vasculature to define alternate tumor supplies if necessary.

5. At the end of the procedure, remove the microcatheter, the catheter, and the sheath and make homeostasis.

Representative Results

The use of intraprocedural C-arm CBCT images allowed acquisition of 3D volume image sets for the 3 major steps of HCC DEB-TACE treatment: see, reach, and treat HCC. CBCT images were obtained with a flat panel detector fixed on a C-arm CT (Figure 1).

We illustrated representative results by a case of a 64 year old man with an unresectable HCC of 8.9 cm located in the segment 7 of liver. First, to see the targeted tumor(s), an intraprocedural pretreatment DPCBCT was performed while the catheter was placed in the selective right hepatic artery, two CBCT scans (early arterial and delayed venous phases), were acquired after a single intra-arterial contrast injection through the microcatheter. The two scans were reconstructed on a workstation less than one minute after the CBCT scans (Figure 2). The registration and the overlay of the two CBCT scans were automatically performed unless a physician decided to manually register, overlay, and validate the two CBCT acquisitions to make them match to each other in three planes (axial, coronal, and sagittal planes) (Figure 3).

The physician defined the target tumor(s) to be treated using preprocedural diagnostic imaging (CE-MRI or M-MDCT) and correlated images to intraprocedural pre-TACE DPCBCT scans. The physician segmented in 3D the target tumor (blue colored spheres) on the venous phase CBCT phase, which best demonstrated the lesions (Figure 4). The feeding arteries (colored lines) were automatically detected and colored by the software (Figure 5). The physician controlled the automatic tumor feeding arteries detection before validating and starting the catheter navigation. Tumor segmentation and tumor feeding arteries were overlayed on real-time fluoroscopy (Figure 6). The physician controlled the automatic detection. The 3D roadmap could specifically display any opacified vessel, which isolated the tumoral vascular supply of all segmented tumor.

As soon as the 3D roadmap was overlayed on the live fluoroscopy (Figure 6), the catheterization of the targeted tumor(s) could have started. If necessary, the 3D roadmap was intraprocedurally adjusted manually in case of patient motion during the procedure. The catheterization was done using a 3D roadmap overlayed on the 2D live fluoroscopy. The operator was able to move the table and the C-arm positions for a better visualization of potential tortuous vessels with 3D roadmap synchronization.

When the microcatheter was located in an appropriate place to treat, the drug-eluding beads agents were injected until stasis was seen on 2D fluoroscopy and before any back flow detection.

After DEB-TACE embolization into the targeted tumor, another DP-CBCT was performed to assess treatment completeness. In this HCC DEB-TACE case, a contrast enhancement defect was detected in the delayed venous phase of the post-TACE DP-CBCT compared to the delayed venous phase of the pre-TACE DP-CBCT (Figure 7).
Figure 1. Angiography suite with physicians performing a TACE. The 3D roadmap on the right monitor is being used to guide catheter placement.

Figure 2. Representative axial images of two phases of one DP-CBCT obtained intraprocedurally, before the embolization. (A) represents the arterial phase and image (B) depicts the venous phase. The first phase shows opacification of the arterial tree of the liver and feeding arteries of the single hepatocellular carcinoma (white arrow) and the second phase shows liver tumor margins (white arrow).
Figure 3. The registration of the two scans can be done in the coronal, sagittal, and axial planes. The red shade represents the primary volume (early phase) and the grey scale image represents the secondary volume (delayed phase) shown in the axial plane. The portal venous phase is not yet well blended or windowed for ideal tumor visualization.
Figure 4. The delayed venous phase CBCT scans is shown on the workstation in three planes and allows for more precise 3D tumor segmentation (A). The tumor volume is represented in blue colored circle in three planes. The segmentation can be done in any of the three axes: coronal (B), sagittal (C), and axial (D).
Figure 5. The early arterial phase scan is shown in three planes: coronal (B), sagittal (C), and axial (D). The arterial tree and tumor feeding arteries are visualized on all planes. Feeding arteries may be represented by different color and be shown on all views as above. The segmented tumor is automatically overlayed on all these images. The tumor segmentation and the extracted colored vessels are represented on the first image (A).
Figure 6. After the overlay is completed on the two data sets, the 3D roadmap is superimposed on the live fluoroscopy. The gray scale background is the fluoroscopy, the red colored overlay is the arterial tree and the blue colored overlay represents the targeted liver tumor. This 3D roadmap is used to reach tumor before the drug delivery. This case shows a target tumor in segment 7 colored in blue. The catheter is in the common hepatic artery and the microcatheter in the segment 7 hepatic artery.
Figure 7. This is an illustration of a case showing the variation of tumor enhancement on DP-CBCT images before and after embolization on the first (A) and second (B) scan phase. No Lipiodol was used.

**Discussion**

DP-CBCT is a useful tool to facilitate the three main steps in intra-arterial liver therapy: tumor localization (see), navigation planning and intraprocedural guidance for catheterization (reach), and intraprocedural evaluation of treatment goals and success (treat).

Firstly, DP-CBCT is as equally sensitive and specific for detecting HCC as current gold standard imaging techniques including, contrast-enhanced MRI and MDCT\(^8\). In addition, tumor segmentation and volume calculations on DP-CBCT are precise and reproducible\(^13\). Furthermore, the volume and the spatial localization of target lesions on CBCT and on MRI are strongly correlated\(^13\). Most importantly, this information is available during the procedure, when it is most needed.

Secondly, DP-CBCT can be used to generate a navigation "map" in order to reach difficult lesions and improving tumor targeting results in decreased nontarget embolization, increased tumor coverage and preservation of normal hepatic tissue.

Thirdly, the use of DP-CBCT immediately following therapy is predictive of treatment success, and may be used instead of a six weeks MRI or MDCT to assess treatment completeness\(^18\).

While respiratory motion can induce misalignment in image registration, the 3D roadmap can be adjusted visually by the operator using the catheter's position on fluoroscopy as a reference. Moreover more significant patient motion can be corrected manually by shifting the 3D roadmap on real-time fluoroscopy using bony landmarks or the catheter as a reference. Visual gating can be performed in this way, waiting for matched respiratory cycles to make catheter manipulations. Patient comfort is essential and an 8 sec breath-hold is needed to avoid significant motion artifact and significant image quality degradation. If necessary, oxygen can be administered to the patient during the acquisition to minimize the discomfort of breath holding.

The limitations of the CBCT include imaging artifacts and X-ray exposure. CBCT images present artifacts due to multiple sources such as noise, scatter, partial volume effects, beam hardening, ringing, and motion. Several algorithms have been developed to reduce noise during reconstruction, modify the X-ray spectrum or to reduce motion artifacts\(^20-26\). The direct impact of these artifacts during the DEB-TACE has not been, described to the author's knowledge. CBCT X-ray exposure is generally less than MDCT of similar protocol. In cases of diffuse liver disease, embolization can be performed from a proximal location. A 3D roadmap may not be necessary in those instances. Then, MDCT or...
MRI preprocedural images can be used to generate a 3D roadmap for proper hepatic artery catheterization. An intra procedural DP-CBCT post therapy can still be used to predict treatment success when drug eluding beads are used.

DP-CBCT is a useful tool in interventional oncology which can be used to standardize DEB-TACE procedures. DP-CBCT provides information that improves the three major steps of TACE procedures: see, reach and treat liver tumor.
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